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For the annual Head-wrap Day parade, everybody in the African kingdom of IgboOrai sports a
flamboyant, over-the-top head-wrap in honor of the most important fashion accessory in the
land. This year Omalie’s grandma is the grand marshal of the parade and Omalie enlists her
talented BFF, Cassie to create grandma’s tall, exotic head-wrap.As Cassie works, Omalie
watches and Grandma shares a fascinating and heartwarming tale about the head-wrap. When
Mr. Head met Ms. Wrap, it was not love at first sight … but it resulted in a long and wonderful
marriage. This beautiful story that explains the origins of the head-wrap, is one for the ages! Also
included, from our Craft corner, learn to make a fancy-schmancy, easy-peasy, no-sew head-
wrap like Omalie’s.
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illustrator. I could not have asked for a better artist. Her attention to detail is unmatched and her
depiction of Princess Omalie’s head-wrap is just like I envisioned.I also want to extend my
sincere thanks to my editor, Troon for taking time out of her busy schedule to edit this novel in a
timely manner.It’s always a great pleasure to work with her.Last but not the least; I will like to
thank my super-talented graphic designer, Jerry for his practical suggestions, ingenious ideas
and invaluable contributions. Jerry is the reason the Princess Omalie Adventure series look
great!1“Grandma, it is going to look beautiful,” Omalie gushed as she watched her grandmother
in her antique dresser mirror.Cassie, Omalie’s best friend, was manipulating a flamboyant piece
of fabric into an exotic wrap around her grandmother’s head. Omalie’s jaw had dropped at
Cassie’s talent.The fabric covered all Grandmother’s hair and came down to the earrings on her
lower ear lobes. The artistry Cassie showed as she tugged, folded, and twisted the head-wrap
into shape was enviable. It was as if her hands were doing a dance. After Grandma’s, she had
about twenty more head-wraps to create for friends, including Omalie, and family taking part in
the annual head-wrap parade. Omalie wished she was half as good as Cassie.Grandma’s head-
wrap was beginning to look stunning. It had taken the shape of the arched train of a peacock in
the vibrant colors of the Kingdom of IgboOrai. It was a befitting crown for the king’s mother and
grand marshal of the parade.“Thank you, Cassie.” Grandma beamed. “This is the look I want. A
little taller, maybe.”She angled her head left and then right, trying to make up her mind. “There
was a time in our history when tall was the fashion.”Omalie arched her brows. “Really, Grandma?
A taller head-wrap than this? That means the head-wraps were as tall as me?” She raised her
right hand to the top of her head.Her grandmother chuckled and nodded slowly. “My own
grandma told me that once upon a time, a long time ago, tall head-wraps were part of a ploy to
bring peace to our region. The story goes that our people, the people of IgboOrai, once settled
between two warring ethnic groups, one to our west and the other to our east. Our two neighbors
hated each other so much, they would rather die of thirst than drink water from the other clan.
There was a lot of tension in the region because whenever their paths crossed, they
clashed.“Our ancestor, the king, was a wise man. He knew that peace in the region meant
security for the region. He wanted a peace agreement between both parties. The big problem
was how to make it happen. Both would decline an invitation to IgboOrai if they knew their arch
enemy was also invited. So our king devised a plan. He invited both rulers to the IgboOrai yam
festival, an annual festival to celebrate a successful yam harvest. He told each ruler he was
IgboOrai’s favorite and the only honorary guest for the event. Then the king ran a yam festival
contest for the maidens of IgboOrai. Whoever sported the tallest and most beautiful variation of
the head-wrap would get a plot of the most fertile land in the kingdom as part of her dowry. In
those days, head-wraps were a modest size, and land for dowry was a big deal.“After the town



crier made the announcement, the maidens began preparation. On the day of the contest, the
contestants arrived very early to the market square sporting all manner of head-wraps. All were
tall. Some were beautiful, some were ugly, and some were unusual, like a maiden who added a
birdcage on top of her head-wrap for extra height. A hundred maidens with the best head-wraps
were chosen. They were separated into two groups and placed back to back to create a tall wall
in the middle of the market square. The wall extended from the north to the south of the square
and was equal distances from the east and the west gate entrances.“When the time came for
the festivities to begin, the ruler from the east and his entourage arrived through the east gates
and were seated in a beautifully decorated arena bordered by beautiful tall maidens in traditional
costumes and tall head-wraps. The ruler from the west and his entourage came through the
west gates and were seated in the same style arena on the west side of the market square, also
bordered by tall maidens in traditional costumes and tall head-wraps. Neither could see what
was happening beyond the wall of beautiful maidens facing them.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “It’s ‘unputdownable’, funny and informative. I loved the this book. I laughed
throughout. The author told the story in the most humorous way while informing us of the origins
of the head-wrap!The book is good for all ages”

The book by Obioma Nwokolo has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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